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protection

Technical
Features 

+40% more shine
5x slicker
2x faster cleaning
Optimized washing
New generation washing
Expert advice
Professional application
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          40% more shine.
Laboratory tests done by major manufacturers under ISO standards have 
demonstrated the spectacular efficiency of ProTech® long lasting treatment.
A ProTech® treated paint ages 10 times slower than a non-treated surface and will 
keep its new car shine. Colors are intense deep and luminous throughout the car’s 
lifetime.

          Surfaces that are five times slicker.
The protective film coating applied to painted surfaces gives your vehicle a mirror 
effect and a unique silky-smooth effect. Surfaces are very slick, the dirt no longer 
adheres! See and touch it, the result is simply amazing!

        Wash two times faster.
The water repellent effect generated by the ProTech® Long Lasting Treatment 
facilitates your car’s daily maintenance. A simple wash is enough to keep your car 
clean and shiny.

          Efficient washing methods.
After treatment, we give you the Procase. In it you will find all the products and 
accessories you will need for your car’s maintenance.
Optimized washing or new generation washing without water, it’s up to you!

          Expert advice.
Our experience and know-how are at your service. In your maintenance booklet you 
will find tips and advice to enhance your car on a daily basis. Our advice is also 
available using interactive tools on the Internet or directly on your smartphone.

          Professional application.
This unique process invented by ProTech® is applied exclusively by our qualified 
technicians who are certified by ProTech®.
Our expertise, structure and network allow us to offer you a unique quality service 
and technical support guaranteeing that you experience a long-lasting esthetic 
solution.

          5 year guarantee.
ProTech® is committed to the treatment’s resistance to wear and guarantees the 
color and shine of treated painted surfaces on a brand new vehicle for 5 years.
A vehicle treated with ProTech® and regularly maintained following our methods will 
keep its shine and colors throughout its lifetime.
In case of repainting, the ProTech® long lasting treatment will not create any 
problems.
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Protection shield More than a service, 
a solution

Guaranteed results
The ProTech® treatment effectively protects the painted 
surfaces of your vehicle against all daily aggressions (pollution, 
insects, resin, ...) and maintains lasting color and shine for 
your vehicle.

ProTech® guarantees the color and shine of treated 
painted surfaces on brand new vehicles for 5 years.

Controlled application

The ProTech® long lasting 
treatment can be applied to all 
painted surfaces on your vehicle 
including the body, rims and 
even the interior. Engineered 
by ProTech®, it uses the natural 
structure of the paint and 
applies a thick protective film 
to it.

This rigorous treatment is 
applied only by our ProTech® 
certified technicians.

These technicians work in 
optimized conditions without 
dust and using lighting 
especially designed to see 
every nook and cranny of your 
car.

One full day is necessary to 
apply the treatment.

Measured using a scanning electron microscope, the ProTech® 
protective layer is very thick. With 15% more thickness, your 
car’s paint has incredibly strong protection.

Shine retaining test:
Decline of the shine by weather and environmental influences..

Test weather-o-meter ISO (11341-2813) 

To demonstrate the strength of ProTech® treatment from daily 
aggressions, we submitted it to the most extreme tests.

One of them, the WOM (Weather-O-Meter) created by one of the 
most renowned laboratories in the world, exposed the ProTech® 
long lasting treatment to the most extreme weather conditions.
Laboratory findings are behind argument.

Paint treated with ProTech® ages 10 times slower than untreated 
paint and retains its gloss and color throughout its lifetime. 

This is without doubt the best possible result in this industry.

The Procase that we give you 
after the treatment contains 
the best of our know-how. The 
products, accessories and esthetic 
maintenance booklet are devoted 
to helping you keep your vehicle 
in impeccable condition for a long 
time.

We guide you in product selection 
and unlock our professional 
methods to enhance your car every 
day.

More than a service, 
we offer you a complete 
Esthetic Solution.

Simplified wash
No car wash process is prohibited.
However, we recommend two foolproof washing methods* to 
maintain the effects of the ProTech® long lasting treatment 
forever. 

*the products are included in the Procase.

The most innovative and high-performance 
washing method ever designed that doesn’t 
waste water. Two hundred liters of drinking 
water are saved at each washing, a real gesture 
for the environment.

Optimized
washing.

New generation
washing.

The fast and most efficient method for 
effortlessly maintaining your treated vehicle.

Bodywork
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ProTech® treated paint surface
-2,4% No visible loss to human eye 

Untreated paint surface 
-28,6% Loss of gloss
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